Ceiling Adapter with 2 inch Welded Coupler

Color: Black

**Weight** 4.00 lb. | 1.8 kg
**Weight Capacity** 320 lb. | 145.2 kg
**Pole Diameter** 0.00 in. | 0 mm
**Pipe Size** 2.00 in. | 0.1 mm
**Plate Size** 6.00 in. (wide) x 6.00 in. (high) | 152 x 152 mm

DESCRIPTION

This 6 inch x 6 inch adapter plate has a 2 inch threaded coupling for national tapered pipe. Designed to securely suspend heavy projectors or flat-panel displays.

FEATURES

- Adapter plate with 2 in. threaded coupling for NPT pipe
- Slotted pipe coupling for safely routing signal cable through pipe interior
- For use with adjustable-height suspension adapter
PP-6
Ceiling Adapter with 2 inch Welded Coupler
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RELATED PRODUCTS FOR PP-6

AST-2446
Adjustable-Height Ceiling Adapter (24 - 46 in.)

MORE AT MOUNTS.COM

SIMILAR PRODUCTS

PP-6
Ceiling Adapter with 2 inch Welded Coupler

PP-NVT
Navitar Lens Adapter for PBL/PBC Series Projector

PWH-10W
10 in. White Pre-Cut NPT with Cable Outlet

UFP-1065
Adapter Wings for AM300

PP-JTC1016C
10 inch-16 inch I-Beam Adapter with 1.5 inch Coupler

UFP-260
VESA Adapter Plate - For JVC LCD
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